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Abstract The sea surface temperature (SST) relevant to air-sea interaction studies is the temperature
immediately adjacent to the air, referred to as skin SST. Generally, SST measurements from ships and buoys
are taken at depths varies from several centimeters to 5 m below the surface. These measurements, known
as bulk SST, can differ from skin SST up to O(18C). Shipboard bulk and skin SST measurements were made
during the Coupled Air-Sea Processes and Electromagnetic ducting Research east coast field campaign
(CASPER-East). An Infrared SST Autonomous Radiometer (ISAR) recorded skin SST, while R/V Sharp’s Surface
Mapping System (SMS) provided bulk SST from 1 m water depth. Since the ISAR is sensitive to sea spray
and rain, missing skin SST data occurred in these conditions. However, SMS measurement is less affected by
adverse weather and provided continuous bulk SST measurements. It is desirable to correct the bulk SST to
obtain a good representation of the skin SST, which is the objective of this research. Bulk-skin SST difference
has been examined with respect to meteorological factors associated with cool skin and diurnal warm
layers. Strong influences of wind speed, diurnal effects, and net longwave radiation flux on temperature
difference are noticed. A three-step scheme is established to correct for wind effect, diurnal variability, and
then for dependency on net longwave radiation flux. Scheme is tested and compared to existing correction
schemes. This method is able to effectively compensate for multiple factors acting to modify bulk SST
measurements over the range of conditions experienced during CASPER-East.

1. Introduction

Sea surface temperature (SST) is a fundamental parameter required for quantifying and modeling many impor-
tant physical processes that take place at the ocean-atmosphere interface. The most important processes are
exchanges of momentum, heat, and gases that are measured as surface layer fluxes. Accurate measurements of
these fluxes are sensitive to SST measurement accuracy, which are often complicated by the method of observa-
tion. Research vessels and buoys conventionally make water temperature measurements from depths that gen-
erally vary from several centimeters to 5 m below the sea surface. These water temperatures below the air-sea
interface are referred to as bulk SST. Skin SST, normally obtained using radiometric measurements at the infrared
wavelength, is directly related to air-sea fluxes. This quantity must be used instead of bulk SST in the calculation
of surface fluxes or to generate marine atmospheric surface layer (MASL) vertical profiles for optimal accuracy
[e.g., Alappattu et al., 2016]. Depending on measurement depth and prevailing conditions, the bulk and skin
SSTs can differ anywhere from a few tens of a degree to O(18C) [Minnett et al., 2011; Gentemann and Minnett,
2008; Minnett, 2003; Donlon et al., 2002; Fairall et al., 1996; Schluessel et al., 1990].

The difference between the skin and bulk SSTs is caused by two known processes: the warm layer and the
cool skin effects [Minnett et al., 2011; Minnett, 2003; Donlon et al., 2002; Fairall et al., 1996]. Bulk SST measure-
ments must be adjusted for both of these effects to achieve accurate surface flux calculations [Fairall et al.,
1996, 2003]. Previous studies have shown that failure to account for differences in the bulk and skin SST can
lead to significant errors in many calculations, such as the estimation of evaporation duct height
[Frederickson et al., 1994], the global heat balance [Lukas, 1989; Zeng and Dickinson, 1998], and marine CO2

fluxes [Robertson and Watson, 1992]. Quality skin SST measurements are also imperative to establish the
accuracy of satellite SST observations [Donlon et al., 2002].
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Skin SST is normally derived from infrared radiometric measurements. The downward looking IR radiometer
detects radiance having its origin on the thermal skin layer of the ocean. Such radiometers are not a stan-
dard component of ship or buoy-based measurements because deployment and frequent maintenance of
any optical instruments, especially in a marine environment, becomes both difficult and costly. In addition,
radiometric skin SST measurements are sensitive to rain and aerosols (mainly sea spray), which results in
erroneous skin SST data under rainy and severe sea spray conditions.

Extensive measurements of bulk and radiometric skin SSTs were made during the Coupled Air-Sea Pro-
cesses and Electromagnetic (EM) ducting Research East coast (CASPER-East) field campaign conducted
offshore Duck, North Carolina. However, due to frequent rain and heavy sea spray conditions, radiomet-
ric skin SST data measured during the CASPER-East were not continuous. On the other hand, bulk SST
measurements were more complete with minimal missing data compared to skin SST. The objective of
this study is to obtain accurate SST data to represent the skin temperature, which is needed as input to
evaporation duct models, from bulk SST obtained during the CASPER-East experiment. To accomplish
this, a three-step correction scheme is developed based on wind speed, local time of observation, and
net longwave radiation flux. Results derived from this correction scheme will be compared to those from
the warm layer and cool skin correction in the Coupled Ocean Atmosphere Response Experiment
(COARE) surface flux scheme and from the wind speed-based parameterizations proposed by Donlon
et al. [2002] and Minnett et al. [2011]. The applicability of this empirical correction to other data sets will
be discussed.

Section 2 will review the physical mechanisms contributing to the difference between the bulk and skin
SSTs. CASPER field measurements will be discussed in section 3. Section 4 gives a comprehensive descrip-
tion of the development of the bulk SST correction scheme. A comparison of the bulk correction scheme
with results from the models is given in section 5. A summary and conclusion follows in section 6.

2. Warm Layer and Cool Skin Effects

Fairall et al. [1996] and Saunders [1967] provide summaries of the physical basis of the warm layer and
cool skin effects. The cool skin layer of the ocean is produced by the combined cooling effects of net
longwave radiation, sensible heat flux, and latent heat flux. The surface skin layer of the ocean, much
less than 1 mm thick [Minnett, 2011; Hanafin, 2002; Hanafin and Minnett, 2001; Fairall et al., 1996], is
nearly always cooler than the underlying water because heat flux is generally directed outward from the
ocean to atmosphere. The warm layer is a region in the upper few meters of the ocean where absorption
of solar radiation causes considerable warming relative to the deeper mixed layer. Warm layers occur
during the day when temperature stratification caused by the absorption of solar radiation is sufficiently
strong to suppress shear-induced mixing from below. Thus, the warm layer is a diurnal phenomenon
with effects that depend on the depth of the bulk SST measurement when there is a near-surface tem-
perature gradient [Minnett et al., 2011; Fairall et al., 1996; Schluessel et al., 1990]. The bulk-skin SST differ-
ence is a combination of this cool skin effect and diurnal warming of the upper ocean resulting in the
warm layer.

Numerous studies have attempted to model the cool skin and warm layer effects over the oceans [Fairall
et al., 1996; Saunders, 1967; Zeng et al., 1999]. A simple physical model quantifying the bulk-skin tempera-
ture difference was first proposed by Saunders [1967]. Fairall et al. [1996] modified the parameterization by
Saunders using bulk and skin SST observations from the western Pacific warm pool. In addition to this,
parameterizations for the bulk-skin SST difference based solely on wind speed have also been developed
[e.g., Donlon et al., 2002; Minnett et al., 2011].

Some studies classify surface temperatures as skin, subskin, and depth measurements. In this context, sub-
skin is a laminar sublayer below the skin and the depth measurement is similar to the bulk measurement
with its depth specified [Donlon et al., 2007]. Knowing the bulk measurement depth is beneficial when
accounting for the vertical distribution of solar heating in the upper ocean. In our study here, we follow
Minnett et al. [2011] and Wilson et al. [2013] to define the bulk-skin SST difference (DTobs) as the difference
between bulk SST (Tb) and the skin SST (Ts),

DTobs5Tb2Ts: (1)
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3. Experiment and Data

The CASPER-East field experiment was conducted in the coastal waters (within �100 km from coast) near
Duck, North Carolina (NC) from 10 October to 6 November 2015. Major objectives of the experiment are to
investigate the role of coupled air-sea interaction processes on boundary layer thermodynamic gradients and
to study the atmospheric effects on radio frequency (RF) propagation in the coastal environment. Measure-
ments were made from multiple platforms including two research vessels, two research aircrafts, and a shore
site at Duck, NC [Wang et al., 2015]. The research vessels that participated in the measurements were R/V
Hugh R. Sharp (hereinafter Sharp) and R/V Atlantic Explorer (hereinafter Explorer). The primary data sets of bulk
and skin SST used in this analysis were collected from Sharp. Figure 1 shows the area of the field experiment
with the blue curve showing the cruise track of Sharp and the red dot indicating the location of Duck, NC.

Skin SST measurements were made using an absolute radiometric skin temperature probe, the Integrated
Infrared SST Autonomous Radiometer (ISAR). The ISAR contains a single channel radiometer (9.6–11.5 mm
spectral band pass), two blackbody reference cavities, and a rotating gold mirror [Donlon et al., 2008]. The
gold mirror reflects incoming infrared radiation into the radiometer and rotates to point at the sea surface,
sky, and blackbodies at various times. Correcting for reflected sky radiance and utilizing a single self-
calibrating radiometer design, the ISAR is capable of measuring in situ sea surface skin temperature to an
accuracy of 0.1 K. During CASPER-East, the ISAR was mounted on the port rail above the Sharp bridge. A
major advantage of ISAR over other infrared radiometers is its capability to automatically close a shutter
that protects its optical components from detected rain and sea spray. Therefore, a dedicated instrument
operator is not required to manually protect the ISAR from severe and damaging weather conditions
[Donlon et al., 2008]. Several periods of rain and sea spray occurred during the CASPER-East field experiment
and skin SST measurements during these periods are not available. The ISAR data were postprocessed to
have a nominal 3 min time resolution and was then averaged to produce SST at 10 min time interval.

Bulk SST data used in this analysis are made by Sharp’s Surface Mapping System (SMS). The ship intake for
bulk SST measurements from the Sharp is located 1 m below the mean ship waterline. In addition to bulk
SST, SMS also records navigation, meteorological and surface data with a time resolution of 10 s. Unlike
radiometric measurements, SMS measurements were made continuously through the storm days. Hence,
the bulk SST measurements are more complete with minimal missing data compared to ISAR measure-
ments. Wind measurements were collected from a sonic anemometer mounted approximately 12 m above
sea level (ASL) on the Sharp’s forward meteorological mast. Wind speed and direction are corrected for ship
motion and orientation. Strict quality control is applied to the selection of Sharp data for the analysis. Only
data corresponding to the wind direction within 6308 from the ship’s heading are taken into account. Fur-
thermore, data during periods when the ship made sudden maneuvers were eliminated from the data set.

Figure 1. Region of CASPER-East field campaign overlaid with Sharp cruise track. Location of Duck, North Carolina is shown by red dot.
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A final manual screening was performed to remove remaining obviously spurious data, resulting in 2123
quality-controlled data points for further analysis.

In addition to these data sets, shortwave and longwave net radiation data are used to model the cool skin
and warm layer effect following Fairall et al. [1996]. Since no broadband radiation measurements were avail-
able onboard Sharp, the shortwave and longwave net radiation data were from the Explorer which was mak-
ing synchronized measurements with Sharp. During CASPER-East measurements, the ships were normally
within �50 km from each other. Hence, it is assumed that the net radiation flux observed at the Explorer is
comparable to that at Sharp. During CASPER-East, daylight saving time ended on 1 November 2015 near
the end of the field campaign. Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) represents local time, which is 4 h behind Coor-
dinated Universal Time (UTC). For reference, sunrise and sunset on 20 October 2015 at Duck, NC was at
0714 EDT and 1821 EDT, respectively. When working with the diurnal variation of the bulk-skin SST differ-
ence, we will use the EDT as the local time.

The next section will describe the procedure used to quantify upper ocean processes affecting observed
bulk temperature during CASPER-East field experiment.

4. Variability of DT obs

Figure 2a shows the quality controlled bulk (blue dots) and skin (red dots) SST data sampled during the
entire period of CASPER-East. Most of the time during CASPER-East, bulk SST was higher than skin SST, indi-
cating the overwhelming cool skin effects. During the period from 29 October to 2 November, measure-
ments were made in the western boundary of the Gulf Stream (GS) and, as expected, SST in this region was
highly variable with warm SST reaching 268C on the GS side. The abrupt changes in SST in the GS region
during this period resulted from measurements crossing the GS boundary. Observed bulk-skin SST differ-
ences (DTobs) are shown in Figure 2b. DTobs ranges from 20.5 to 1.28C. An empirical probability distribution
of the DTobs variability is given in Figure 3. Approximately 73% of DTobs are between 0.1 and 0.58C (Figure

Figure 2. Time series of (a) bulk SST and radiometric skin SST and (b) bulk-skin SST difference (DTobs) from CASPER-East measurements.
Data gaps in time series are either due to the data loss in skin SST measurements or removal of data based on quality control criteria.
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3), and roughly 23% of DTobs are greater than
0.58C. Negative DTobs constitutes only 1.5% of
the data. Mean bulk-skin SST is 0.48C with a
standard deviation of 0.28C.

4.1. Physical Properties Affecting
Variability of DTobs

Using the observations from the Atlantic
Ocean, Donlon and Robinson [1997] have pro-
vided a detailed study on the relationship of
bulk-skin SST difference with various atmo-
spheric and oceanic parameters. While analyz-
ing the relationship of DTobs with net surface
heat flux and net longwave radiation, they
noticed that clear-sky conditions produces
largest DTobs. Nevertheless, Donlon and
Robinson [1997] identify wind speed as the
key variable that controls the characteristics of
DTobs [Donlon and Robinson, 1997]. Observa-
tions from other oceanic regions also have

confirmed the strong links between wind speed and DTobs [e.g., Minnett, 2003; Minnett et al., 2011; Horrocks
et al., 2003; Donlon et al., 2002]. A similar analysis using our data also showed strong dependence of bulk-
skin SST difference on wind speed. Our study also reveals that, in addition to wind speed, the diurnal effects
and net longwave radiation flux are also important factors in determining the variability of DTobs.

Variability of DTobs with respect to wind speed and local time are shown in Figure 4. Higher (>0.58C) DTobs

occur predominantly when the wind speed is less than �4 m s21. DTobs tends to be less than 0.58C for
higher wind speeds. For low wind speed (<�4 m s21) cases, variability of DTobs shows a clear diurnal signa-
ture. When winds are below 4 m s21, DTobs in excess of 0.58C occur only before sunrise and after �1500
EDT. Higher DTobs occur only when winds are less than 1–1.5 m s21. As mentioned before, DTobs was gener-
ally positive during CASPER with the skin SST cooler than bulk SST, even during daytime.

The dependence of bulk-skin SST difference
on wind speed and local time of the day is
consistent with the role of wind and solar
radiation in generating upper ocean mixing
and regulating ocean mixed-layer tempera-
ture. Wind forcing results in mechanical tur-
bulence in the ocean mixed layer. This
mixing effectively reduces the temperature
difference at the skin and below the cool
skin layer. Solar radiation tends to stabilize
the upper ocean and hence reduce mixing.
Solar radiation also increases the tempera-
ture of all layers of the upper ocean. Figure 4
suggests that the amount of shortwave radi-
ation absorbed within the mixed layer is
insufficient to overcome cooling from sensi-
ble, latent, and longwave fluxes [Ward,
2006]. However, absorption of the shortwave
radiation during daytime effectively resulted
in a reduction in bulk-skin SST difference
during the day. This is the reason for diurnal
variability of DTobs in Figure 4. Apparently, in
the CASPER-East cases, wind speed exceed-
ing 4 m s21 introduced sufficient turbulent

Figure 3. Empirical probability distribution of bulk-skin SST difference
(DTobs).

Figure 4. Variability of DTobs with respect to local time (EDT) of observa-
tion and wind speed. The two green arrows denote sunrise and sunset
times.
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mixing to the upper ocean to reduce the
solar radiation effect through mixing in a
deeper layer and possibly through cool-
ing as a result of entrainment at the base
of the ocean mixed layer. Hence, when
winds were relatively strong, the diurnal
variation of the bulk-skin SST difference is
not apparent.

Scatterplot of net longwave radiation ver-
sus the DTobs is shown in Figure 5 (blue
dots). It can be seen that, bulk-skin SST
difference increases with net longwave
radiation flux. Occurrence of higher
(>0.58C) DTobs increases considerably for
Rnl values higher than �80 W m22. Linear
fit to the data is shown by red line (Figure
5). Increase in net longwave radiation flux
results in enhanced radiative cooling of

the ocean surface. This leads to further reduction in skin SST thereby increasing the bulk-skin SST
difference.

The bulk SST correction scheme to be discussed below is based on the findings of wind, local time, and net
longwave flux dependence shown in Figures 4 and 5. Since DTobs is dependent on wind speed and at low
wind speeds displays diurnal variability, it is categorized as either a low wind (<4 m s21) or high wind
(>4 m s21) observation, denoted as DTl and DTh, respectively, and defined as

DTl5Tbl2Tsl; (2)

and

DTh5Tbh2Tsh; (3)

where Tbl (Tbh) and Tsl (Tsh) are, respectively, the bulk and skin SST observations corresponding to low wind
speeds (high wind speeds).

Figure 6 shows the variability of 2 h bin-averaged DTl (blue curve) and DTh (red curve) with respect to local
time. Error bars represent one standard deviation estimated for each bin. The diurnal variability of DTl is
clear in this figure (blue curve). The average DTl is lower during the daytime between �0700 EDT and

�1500 EDT in comparison with the rest of
the period. Peak to peak amplitude of the
diurnal signal observed in DTl was 0.38C.
Notable is the absence of a diurnal signal
in DTh (red curve). Based on these obser-
vations, DTl is quantified first with respect
to wind speed, and second, with respect
to the local time of observation. Since the
high wind cases were independent of
diurnal variability, quantification for wind
speed dependence should be sufficient
for DTh.

4.2. DT Correction Based on Wind
Speed
Dependence of DTl on wind speed is
shown in Figure 7a, with a clear trend of
decreasing DTl with increasing wind. A
quadratic least squares fit is applied to

Figure 5. Scatterplot between net longwave radiation flux and DTobs .

Figure 6. Variability of 2 h bin-averaged DTl and DTh with respect to local
time (EDT).
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the observations and shown
as a red line. Wind speed (U)
dependence of temperature
difference for low winds can
be represented by a qua-
dratic equation of the form

DTl w5aU21bU1c; (4)

where a50:035 m22 s2 �C,
b520:24 m21 s �C, and
c50:85�C.

Above 4 m s21 DTh shows a
nearly linear relationship
with wind speed (Figure 7b).
The parameterization that
best fits the SST measure-
ments under these condi-
tions is

DTh w5dU1e; (5)

where d520:0037 m21 s �C
and e50:35�C:

DTl and DTh variability are
examined after applying the wind speed correction by subtracting the wind speed related temperature dif-
ference (DTl w and DTh w ) from the corresponding bulk SST values (Tbl and Tbh). Bulk SST, after the wind-
based correction for low winds, can be written as

Tbl w5Tbl2DTl w ; (6)

and for high winds is

Tbh w5Tbh2DTh w: (7)

The resulting bulk-skin SST differences corresponding to low and high wind speeds after the first correction
are

DTl 15Tbl w2Tsl; (8)

and

DTh 15Tbh w2Tsh: (9)

Figure 8 shows 2 h bin-averaged DTl 1

and DTh 1 with respect to the hours of
day in EDT. Error bars represent one stan-
dard deviation of the data in each 2 h bin.
The wind-based correction significantly
reduced the bias in temperature differ-
ences with the bin-averaged DTl 1 and D
Th 1 closer to zero; however, a diurnal sig-
nal is still apparent in DTl 1. Recalculated
peak-to-peak amplitude of the diurnal sig-
nal is only reduced marginally by 0.068C
from its original value of 0.318C. To
remove the diurnal signal, DTl 1 variability
is parameterized again based on the local
time of observation.

Figure 7. Wind speed dependence of (a) DTl and (b) DTh .

Figure 8. Variability of 2 h bin-averaged DTl 1 and DTh 1 with respect to local
time (EDT).
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4.3. DT Correction With Respect to
Local Time
In Figure 9, the blue dots are the DTl 1 val-
ues were calculated as described in the
previous section and a sinusoidal function
best fits the diurnal variability of DTl 1. The
sine function fitted to the data, shown as
red curve in Figure 9, is given by

DTl d5A3sin xt1uð Þ; (10)

where t is the local time (EDT) of observa-
tion. Coefficients A50:11�C, x510:35 s21,
and phase of the sine curve u50:67.

Similar to equation (6), the bulk SST for
low winds after the diurnal correction can
be defined as

Tbl d5Tbl w2DTl d: (11)

Note here that DTl d is subtracted from Tbl w , which has been previously corrected for wind speed dependence.
Finally, the temperature difference corresponding to low wind speeds after the second diurnal correction is

DTl 25Tbl d2Tsl: (12)

The two-step correction results applied to the low wind case are shown in Figure 10. Two hour bin average and
one standard deviation of the initial temperature difference (DTl), temperature difference after first wind-based
correction (DTl 1), and corrected for diurnal signal (DTl 2) are shown in blue, red, and green, respectively. The
wind-based correction reduced the mean temperature difference from 0.58C (mean of DTl) to a value close to
zero (mean of DTl 1), but left the diurnal signal more or less the same (red curve). The second correction, based
on the local time of observation, removed the remaining diurnal signal from the temperature difference data. As
mentioned before, high wind cases are independent of diurnal variability. Hence, no diurnal corrections are
applied for high wind cases. The composite of DTl 2 and DTh 1 is the bulk-skin SST difference after applying the
corrections. We denote this composite temperature difference as DTwd . Similarly, the composite of bulk SST cor-
rected for wind speed and diurnal variability is denoted as Tb wd , which is the composite of Tbl d and Tbh w .

4.4. DT Correction With Respect to Net Longwave Radiation Flux
In section 4.1, we discussed about the relationship between the net longwave radiation flux and the bulk-skin
SST difference observed in the CASPER data (Figure 5). Now, the scatterplot in Figure 11a suggests that DTwd

(bulk-skin SST difference after applying the
wind and diurnal corrections) also shows an
increasing trend with net longwave radia-
tion flux, even though above procedures
considerably reduced the bias. A linear fit
(red curve in Figure 11a) having the follow-
ing form (equation (13)) is found to be opti-
mum for representing the dependence of
DTwd variability on Rnl:

DTr5fRnl1g; (13)

here f 50:002 W21 m2 �C and g5

20:15�C.

Bulk SST after quantifying the DTwd for its
dependence on Rnl is given by,

Tb cor5Tb wd2DTr : (14)

Figure 9. Variability of DTl 1 with respect to local time and sine fit.

Figure 10. Variability of 2 h bin-averaged DTl , DTl 1, and DTl 2 with respect to
local time (EDT).
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Corresponding bulk-skin SST differences can be written as,

DTcor5Tb cor2Ts: (15)

In Figure 11b, bin average of the temperature difference after quantifying for the dependence on net long-
wave radiation (DTcor ) is shown in blue. Red curve is the bin average of DTwd . Error bars are the one standard
deviation of the data in each bin. It can be seen that, in comparison to the DTwd (red curve), DTcor (blue
curve) lies close to the zero line. Moreover, DTcor variability is independent of net longwave radiation flux.

Figure 12 shows the comparison between DTobs and DTcor . The red and blue curves in Figure 12a represent
variability of DTobs and DTcor , respectively, versus local time and Figure 12b shows their variabilities with
wind speed. It is evident from these figures that the three-step correction approach discussed here is effec-

tive at significantly reducing the differ-
ence between bulk and skin SSTs.
Before correction, the mean of DTobs

was 0.48C and following correction, the
mean of DTcor reduced almost to 08C.
This empirical method effectively
adjusts Sharp’s bulk SST data to a skin
SST.

Figure 13a is the scatterplot between
radiometric skin SST (Ts) and observed
bulk SST (Tb). Figure 13a shows data
points above the red line representing
a positive bias in bulk SST compared
to the observed radiometric skin SST.
Figures 3b and 3c show the scatterplot
between Tb wd versus Ts and Tb cor ver-
sus Ts, respectively. In comparison to
Figure 13a, data points lie along the
1:1 line in Figures 13b and 13c. This
suggests that our method is efficient
in removing the cool skin and warm
layer effects from the bulk SST data.
Moreover, it should be noted here that
the no significant difference is noticed
between Figures 13b and 13c. This is
because the wind speed and diurnal
corrections could able to reduce the

Figure 11. (a) Scatterplot between net longwave radiation flux and DTwd and (b) variability of bin-averaged DTwd and DTcor with respect to
net longwave radiation flux.

Figure 12. Variability of DTobs and DTcor (a) 2 h bin-averaged with respect to local
time and (b) bin-averaged in 2 m s21 with respect to wind speed.
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bulk-skin SST difference significantly. Therefore, in the absence of longwave radiation data, the wind speed
and diurnal corrections applied to the bulk SST can provide a good approximation for skin SST.

5. Comparison With Models

In this section, model predictions for bulk-skin SST difference are compared using the data observed during
the CASPER-East. Three models to be considered were discussed in Fairall et al. [1996, hereinafter FA-96],
Donlon et al. [2002, hereinafter DN-02], and Minnett et al. [2011, hereinafter MN-11]. Models by DN-02 and
MN-11 are similar and both assume an exponential dependence of bulk-skin SST difference (DT ) on wind
speed for wind speeds above 2 m s21. Their wind speed dependent functions have the following form:

DT5a1b exp 2
U

U0

� �
; (16)

where U is the wind speed. In the DN-02 model, the coefficients a, b, and U0 have values 20.14, 0.30, and
3.7, respectively, whereas MN-11 apply values 0.133, 0.637, and 3.279. In order to avoid diurnal warm layer
effect, DN-02 considered only nighttime observations in their analyses.

In the FA-96 model, cool skin parameterization is based on the analysis by Saunders [1967]. Using dimen-
sional arguments, Saunders [1967] presented a physical model for the cool skin effect given as

DT5
kQm
ku�

; (17)

where Q is the net heat flux out of the ocean, m is the kinematic viscosity of seawater, k is the thermal conduc-
tivity of seawater, u� is the friction velocity in seawater, and k is an empirical proportionality constant. Accord-
ing to Saunders [1967], k can vary from 5 to 10. This model applies only to the forced convection regime, and
in this regime DT is independent of wind speed. Fairall et al. [1996] modified the parameterization by Saunders
[1967] in which k varies as a function of heat flux and friction velocity, and provides a combined expression for
DT applicable at all wind speeds. The diurnal heating model in FA-96 is based on the model proposed by Price
et al. [1986]. This model determines diurnal warming as the summation of vertical mixing and radiation pro-
cesses governed by local surface heat and momentum fluxes [Niller and Kraus, 1977; Gentemann et al., 2009].
Cool skin and warm layer model, developed by FA-96, is included in the COARE 3.0 bulk flux algorithm [Fairall
et al., 2003]. In this analysis, the formulation in COARE 3.0 algorithm is used to model bulk-skin SST difference.

In Figure 14, gray dots represent the observed bulk-skin SST difference from CASPER-East observations as a
function of wind speed. Bin averages of these data are shown as the black curve with error bars represent-
ing one standard deviation. The red curve is modeled DT using the FA-96 scheme. Bulk-skin SST difference
from observations and FA-96 agree fairly well in the moderate wind regime between �3 and �7 m s21. For
low winds (<3 m s21) the FA-96 model underestimates the bulk-skin SST difference, whereas for high winds
(>7 m s21) the model overestimates the difference.

Figure 13. Scatterplot between skin SST and bulk SST (a) before correction (b) after correction for wind speed dependence and diurnal variability and (c) after final correction for
dependence on net longwave radiation flux.
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Figure 14 also shows that the wind speed-based parameterizations of DN-02 and MN-11 underestimate observed
bulk-skin SST difference. As pointed out before, DN-02 and MN-11 assume an exponential dependence of DT on
wind speed. A similar exponential fit applied to the CASPER data set is shown by the green curve, for which the
coefficients a, b, and U0 in equation (16) are found to be 0.30, 0.55, and 2.44, respectively. The exponential fit
(green curve) matches well with the mean DTobs (black curve) for wind speeds between 2 and 12 m s21. SST data
used to model the bulk-skin SST difference reported by DN-02 and MN-11 were taken from observations in the
open ocean and from different regions in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, whereas this study represents the vari-
ability of the bulk-skin SST difference in the coastal waters. Differences among CASPER-East observations and
models based on the data from open ocean could be attributed to different wind conditions and boundary layer
dynamics. Moreover, effects of river discharge on the bulk-skin SST difference in coastal regions cannot be ruled
out. Further studies are planned that will incorporate more data from various coastal regions to understand the
features of near-coastal bulk-skin SST difference and how they differ from open ocean estimates.

6. Summary

SST is a key parameter required for oceanographic, meteorological, and climatology applications. Accurate
SST measurements are imperative for the correct estimation of many processes that take place near the
ocean-atmosphere interface, such as surface layer fluxes. Conventional bulk SST measurements from
research vessels and buoys are made from water depths that can vary from several centimeters to 5 m
below the platform’s mean water level. However, the skin SST at the air-sea interface is directly relevant to
the air-sea flux exchange and has to be used in flux calculations instead of the bulk SST. Depending on the
depth of the measurement, the bulk temperature can differ from the skin SST by a range between a few
tens of a degree to O(18C). This difference between the skin and bulk temperature is caused by two pro-
cesses known as the warm layer and cool skin effects resulting from the absorption of insolation, heat
exchange with the atmosphere, and subsurface turbulent mixing.

Shipboard measurements of bulk SST and skin SST were made during the CASPER-East field campaign con-
ducted offshore Duck, North Carolina during October–November 2015. The surface mapping system of R/V Hugh
R. Sharp provided bulk SST measurements. Seawater intake for the bulk SST was located 1 m below the ship
mean water line. Skin SST measurements were collected using an ISAR. The ISAR did not take measurements
under rain and/or sea-spray conditions and resulted in skin SST data loss during these periods. Bulk SST measure-
ment were made continuously throughout the storms, hence bulk SST data are more complete compared to
ISAR measured skin SST. The objectives of this study are to quantify bulk-skin SST differences and to derive accu-
rate representations of skin temperature from bulk SST for further oceanographic and atmospheric studies relat-
ing to CASPER-East. A total of 2123 quality-controlled measurements of bulk and skin SST are considered in this
analysis. Average bulk-skin SST difference estimated from the quality controlled data points during CASPER was
found to be 0.48C. Most of the time (�98%) during CASPER, the skin SST was cooler than bulk SST.

In this analysis, the variability of bulk-skin SST differences are shown to have a strong dependence on wind
speed, and at wind speeds lower than 4 m s21, bulk-skin SST difference varies diurnally. To correct the bulk
SST for cool skin and warm layer effects, a three-step correction method is employed. Initially, the bulk-skin

Figure 14. Comparison of observed bulk-skin SST difference using different correction models.
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SST difference data are separated into low wind (<4 m s21) and high wind (>4 m s21) cases. Wind speed
dependence on bulk-skin SST difference for low-wind and high-wind cases are then quantified separately
using quadratic and linear least squares fits, respectively. Additionally, a sine fit is used to quantify the diurnal
signal in the bulk-skin SST difference for low wind speed cases after it has been corrected for wind speed
dependence. Finally, a linear fit is employed to quantify the increase in bulk-skin SST difference with net long-
wave radiation flux. This method significantly reduces the mean bulk-skin SST difference to nearly 08C from its
original value of 0.48C. The error correction scheme seems to be effective for the CASPER-East data.

Comparison of bulk-skin SST difference observations with different models shows that the cool skin and
warm layer model by Fairall et al. [1996] used in the COARE bulk flux algorithm [Fairall et al., 2003] matches
well in the moderate wind regime (�3 to �7 m s21). Parameterizations based solely on wind speed pro-
posed by Donlon et al. [2002] and Minnett et al. [2011] underestimate the observed bulk-skin SST difference.
However, similar to the Donlon et al. [2002] and Minnett et al. [2011] parameterizations, the present observa-
tions of bulk-skin SST difference also follow an exponential fit for wind speeds greater than 2 m s21, but
employ a different set of model coefficients.
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